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mystikal's production, as usual, stands out. he does a fantastic job of making every
song unique. his beats are slightly darker than the neptunes' beats. the neptunes'

beats are a little more uptempo and have more of an r&b edge to them. even
though the neptunes helped mystikal a lot, mystikal does not like the neptunes'

beats. the neptunes are not good when they try to be more pop. now, mystikal has
a slightly different challenge: he has to contend with the fact that theres also

newcomers to his list of fans. despite the hype around its singles, tarantula hasnt
been a huge seller; it peaked at number 16 on the billboard 200 and has sold more

than 100,000 copies. it remains to be seen whether mystikal will be able to
succeed on his own terms, but it should be interesting to see how he matches up
with the likes of 50 cent and eminem as he continues to expand his fan base. as

part of the expanded budget on the album, mystikal was provided with a custom-
built studio for recording and mixing. most of the album was tracked at the home
studio of the neptunes' pharrell williams, who produced seven songs. mystikal was
also keen to record his own tracks, so he and the neptunes secured a studio on the

first floor of the home where they were living. the neptunes produced five of the
10 tracks that mystikal recorded. in fact, mystikal produced nine of the 13 tracks
on the album -- even making the final song, the funky eight ball -- himself. he also

featured on a number of the songs, including two on the album's first single, a
cover of the brother's know-it-alls song shook ones. most of the neptunes tracks
also feature mystikal on the lead vocals. the neptunes crafted the silky smooth

sound that is tarantula.
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